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Эффекты движения центра масс в
статических свойствах барионов

Рассмотрены эффекты движения центра масс в статических
свойствах барионов для некоторых типов эапирасцихся
потенциалов в приближении среднего поля. Отмечается,
что форма потенциалов значительно сказывается на вели-
чинах среднеквадратичного радиуса и констант А ^ ' и
(2)

K.Fujii, A.P.Kobushkln

Center-of-Ыавв Motion Effects in

Static Properties of Baryons

The oenter-of-maae motion effects in the atatic pro-

perties of beryons (the G./G^ value, the proton

magnetic moment and MeS. radius, and A
4
 ' and A

4
 '

constants of the nonleptonic decays of baryons) are

considered for some kinds of the mean-field confining

potentials. It is pointed out the potential form is

rather essential for the values of the M.S. radius

and A^
1 )
 and A ^ constants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mean-field (M*F.) approximation or ao-called quafli-

independent quark model [i] givee us some favourable results

of the etatio properties of hadrons. In this approach the

quark ia a hadron at rest is assumed to be described by the

field operator satisfying the Dirao equation

) = 0, ( 1.1)

«here R is a veotor of a certain center referring to the had»

ron at rest. Many kinds of the confining potentials were ueeti

[i-^, see alec refe. cited in (4} •

In order to extend the M.-F. approach to wider olaas of

phenomena» one has to consider the hadron CM. motiou. One of

the present authors (K.F*)et al. (aee[5]and Refs. therein)

have considered the boost problem in the M.-F. approach. A

formula of current matrix element between one-hadron states

with different momenta is given (5) • It seems necessary to

compare the theoretical results with experiment end to axa-

mine some models for the M.-P. potential 1T(JX-Rt).

The rest of this paper is arganxzed as follows. In 2

the matrix elements of the quark currents between оде-nucleon

states are summarised. She model of the M.-F» potential is

presented in 3* Some numerical results and the conclusion

are given 4*

2. MATRIX SLBMSNT3 OF QUARK CURRENTS

32TWBEH ОНБ-NUCLBON STATES

The field operator 1p'
R
4x) appearing in eg.(1.1) le

expressed in accordance with Bando et al. [&) as

* [
 E
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«lth (a
m
(R), *l(R)}= {bin (R), b JR.)) - Т\

Here, U
m
(x) end V

m
(x) are the elgenfunctions of (1.1)

specified by a set of the relevant quantum numbers (m), and

are normalized as

Next we assume [l] that the nucleon state vector

with momentum p is given by

( 2
.

3 )

where U(p) is the boost operator corresponding to the Lo-

rentz transformation

J Х
л
 , (2.5)

N(0) is the normalization factor; P is the 3-space trans-

lation operator; oi represents the spin component; the state

vector 171 ; гаО.^О is the so-called "bag state" which

refers to the center r=0 and is constructed in accordance

with the SU(6) theory by operating the creation operators

of the ground-state quark mode Q
n
(r=O) to the "hadronic"

vacuum | h(P=5))> . The state \ h(5)> is defined by

We take the normalizations of the state vectors as

<z.7)
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Ae shown by one of the present authors et al. [7Jthe state vec-
tor (2.3) can be, under certain conditions, rewritten as

where lT
p
 ie the velocity given by- p/ E(p).

By using (2.8), the matrix element of the electromagne

tic current

r ) yf*)iT Qip(X) (2.9)

with

is expressed as

To go further, we assume the following to hold:

where Л (р) is the 4x4 transformation matrix corresponding

to the Lorent2 transformation (2*5)> Eq« (2*11) is correct

if the residual interaction in the шеад-field approximation

can be negligible (V)< After some manipulations taken so

as to evade complexities caused by certain types of Bogoliu-

bov transformations (б) , we finally obtain for the proton

state _ ^
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and 0 for the neutron. Here ID(k) is the contribution from

quarks participating in the electromagnetic interaction

and is given by

T- (2ИЗ)

where l ' s J
x
+ I , , COSftiu ; X

±
 ГЭС,,) i

a
 the perpen-

dicular (parallel) component of X ; a) is the Lorentz-rota-

tion angle corresponding to |L(*./£) J ; i.e. tanhu> —

= fe/(l£(^/2)) i V4($0** t n e eigenfunction of (1.1)

corresponding to the ground state with its energy EQ« P(k) ia

the spectator contribution, written ав

is the factor coming from the overlapping of the vacua;

It should be remarked that 1A oder to derive (2.12) we have

taken the local approximation (б), (see also ref. (5)) which

is usually used in the bag node! calculations. In this appro-

ximation, matrix elements are possible to be not equal to

sero only if R»R"'; where R and IT' are the centers of the

relevant state vectors.

By comparing Eq.(2.12) with the corresponding expression

derived by Bets and Goldflan (в), Bq.(53) in their paper, we

see that, apart froa ф^{4^)» the apeotator part given by them,

F(K)
B G
, is different free ?(k)|

^ (2.16)

Bet& and Goldflam used the boosted wave funotlon

"«I ( t . f f ,
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in deriving fcheii' matrix element. In order to derive (2.16)

in our framework, we have to adopt воте special manipulations

to use the equal-time-commutators between ^ and 'Ц
1
 , and to

neglect all other complexities coming from related Bogoliubov

transformations and also the overlapping of the hadronic va-

cua. (Details are described in f5l).

It is easy to see that F(k) and F(k) are equal to

the order of 0( (k/mj ); ma the nucleon mass. Therefore,from

the formulae given by Betz and Goldflam [8] , we obtain for

the nucleon magnetic moment

(2.18)

and for the charge radius of the proton

+
 Tm*

(2.19)

Here» Ц is the proton magnetic moment in the static ap-

proximation.; jACprec) is related to the G
ft
 / &v ratio

for the nucleon through a common overlapping integral,i.e.

(2.20)

The lftBt term in r.h.s. of (2.19) cannot be evaluated theore-

tically at present, and in the following we drop this term

for the moment.
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3. MODEL FOR COHPIMIHG POTENTIAL

For the numerical eatimatione of the boost effects one

must use some models for the effective potential in Bq.(1.1).

We shall use here the model of t-'*e equal mixture of rector

and scalar confining potentials

r), (3.1)

where lZ(r) is infinite if Г * о « . Firstly this model was

proposed by one of the authors (A.E.) in Ref. (з) and was ap-

plied for many problems»

In the M.-F. approximation the hadron mass is defind to

be

(3.2)

where E
m a
 and E " are the residual and vacuum energies,

respectively. The residual energy includes the one gluon

corrections and can be negative. E is the quark energy de-

termined from the Dirac equation with the potential (3*1 )•

The solution of the Dirac equation with the potential

(3.1) has the form:

- N
+
 ,

 йл
- _ ,,

 OmJ)

where j( is the Paul! spinor; the wave function *f ( Г ) is

defined from the equation;

Е(Е-тГ(т))(р(Г) =o. (3.4)

The normalization for (ф('Т) is chosen as follows

=j, (3.5)
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and the normalisation condition 1от1р(г) ±в defined by Eq.

(2.2).

Later on we shall consider two kinds of the rising po

tentials for which the exaot solutions of Eq.(3.4) exist:

the linarly rising and oscillator ones.

Linearly rising potential; г^*(г)»У
о
 + Л Г Гз] . In

this case the S-wave function <flT) is

(3.6)

where Ai(2 ) is the Airey function and

the lowest energy B
o
 is determined Ъу the position a

1
 of

the first zero of the Airey function Ai(d
f
)»O: Q

1
=

.
 (э

-
8)

The G^ /G oonstant, proton magnetic moment and M.S.

radius of proton in the static approximation are in this ea-

se t
Q
*/*y - 5 (4"*- -1 Ь (3.9)

where

A/ = f | f • (3.12)

Oaoillator potential: ZT(r) - Y
p
 + Д г

2
 J9|. the lowest

energy eolation of the Eq.(3.4) is In this case
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where

SI * ̂ 1
 , (3.14)

+6й/В
0
, (3.15)

and the normalization constant is

312 \-
N+- И + -f~i . (3.16)

The G
 A
 /Qy. and ^

 T
 are expressed in the terms of

N+ and E
o
 by the Bqs.(3.9) and (3.10). The proton M.S. ra-

dius Is:

( З И 7 )

4. KTMERICAL RESULTS ABD C0NCLU3I0H3

The results of the numerical calculations of the G
A
/G

r>

proton magnetic moment and m.s. radius with and without the

cm. boost corrections are presented in Table 1 for

both kinds of the potential. One sees that the result for

the m.s. radius strongly depends on the choice of the poten-

tial. The linearly rising potential looks more preferable.

She potentials for the case H+o 0.76, £o/m «0.42 are

shown in fig.1. The reason of the nonsatisfactory results

for the H.S. radius with the oscillator potential is of the

broad behaviour of the potential in this case. This conclu-

sion is supported by analysis of the constants of the weak

nonleptonlc decay of baryons which strongly depend on the

short ( T < <\ 5 ) region ware fuction beharlour . In the

case of the oscillator potential

' (4.D
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•12, hi? \4.2)

Using the values H+o 0.76, Bo/m » 0.42 one obtains:

з

(4.3)

It the ratio A* /A - 17.98 ie in the agreement with the

experimental result А
(4) 5i>

 A
<2
', the absolute value of A

<1
' is

about one order smaller than the experimental one jio) .

There are two ways lor improving the potential. Firstly,

one can assume the slower large distance behaviour of the po-

tential, e.g. r
o
 + y\T

v

 }
 V < 4 . The meson case spectrum ana-

lysis {тГ| shows V»0M. Secocdy, one can assume that the

small distance behaviour of the potential must be more narrow

e.g. due to the colour Coulomb interaction.

We have neglected the so-called nonlocal effect U>,12j

in this paper. It seems this effect will be very crucial fc

the estimate of A
H
 and A

u 1
 constants of nonleptonio decays

of baryons and cannot be also neglected in calculations of

other static properties of hadrons. Thus the final conclusi-

ons could be made when Doth the boost and the oonlocal effects

will be taken into account.
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Table 1* The values of G
A
/G_, proton magnetic moment /-t

?
 and proton M.S. radios <(r_ у

obtained in the model at different parameters B+ and E
o
/rh ; J*4" and<T>

2
>

CM

are proton magnetic moment and M.S. radius, respectively in the static approxi-

mation

я+

.82

.81

,-QQ

.79

.78

.76

.75

Ел/т

.45

.44

.44

.43

.43

.42

.42

G./G
А* V

1.27

1.24

1.22

1.20

1.18

1.13

1.11

3.78

3.68

3.64

3.67

3.63

3.62

3.57

/ Р

2.77

2.81

2.77

2.81

2.78

2.77

2.74

-гг СО =

2,04

1.98

1.85

1.80

1.69

1,56

1.46

1.51

1.45

1.36

1.32

1.24

1.18

1.07

7 J C 0 ' Т о * 7 г 2

2.51

2.47

2.33

2.31

2.19

2.07

1.97

1.84

1.80

1.70

1.67

1.57

1.49

1.42

I

ro
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Fig.1. fhe linearly and oscillator potential

forms. The parameters values are chosen

to be Ы+ - 0.76 and B
o
Ai • 0.42.
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